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Blames crisis on
insufficient
capitals CEO, bonuses are back
For
Target’
and bad business
Extra pay leapt from $448K in 2008 to $6.5M in 2009
By Kevin G. Hall
By Christopher Snowbeck

executive suite.
McClatchy Newspapers Steinhafel’s overall pay
csnowbeck@pioneerpress.com
declined 3 percent from nearThe 2009 pay package for ly $13.5 million in 2008 to
about
$13 million last year,
Target
Corp. Chief Executive —
WASHINGTON
Former
Officer Gregg Steinhafel is according to a regulatory filFederal
Reserve
Chairman
the latest to suggest that ing Wednesday by the Minbonuses
be staging defended
a neapolis-based
Alancould
Greenspan
hisretailer.
But the tabulation doesn’t
comeback — at least in the

include $3.25 million in bonus
pay that Steinhafel received
in March, more than a month
after the end of the company’s fiscal year on Jan. 30.
Including that late pay —
which Steinhafel received as
restricted stock — the CEO’s
bonus compensation for 2009

totaled $6.5 million. That’s a
dramatic jump from 2008,
when Steinhafel saw a bonus
of $447,680.
“In light of our outstanding
2009 performance that delivered financial results significantly above goal, Mr. Steinhafel earned $5.4 million
under the terms of our annual nonequity incentive plan,”
the company said in the regu-

latory filing. “In addition, the
board awarded Mr. Steinhafel a discretionary amount
of $1.1 million to recognize
his personal performance.”
Although it battled sluggish
sales growth in a tough year
for retailers, Target posted a
67 percent gain on its stock
during its most recent fiscal

bailout by June

$3.565
+$0.10

United, Automaker could report profit in
US Air
By Dee-Ann Durbin
said to be
talking
Associated Press

Carriers have

discussed merger
legacy Wednesday, telling a
special panel that’s looking
options before
into the origins of the financial
By Jad Mouawad
crisis that insufficient bank
New York Times
capital and poor business
United Airlines and US Airdecisions brought the nation
ways are in merger talks that,
if successful, would create the
to the brink of ruin, and it
nation’s second-biggest airline.
wasn’t his fault.
It is the third time in a decade
they have attempted to make a
Greenspan’s appearance
deal.
before the congressionally
The negotiations mark the
latest efforts to consolidate the
created Financial Crisis
struggling airline industry,
Inquiry Commission was
which lost $60 billion over the
pastJ. SCOTT
decade APPLEWHITE
as fuel costs
much anticipated and didn’t
ASSOCIATED PRESS:
soared and the number of travdisappoint. It included revela- Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan testifies Wednesdayelers
on fell
Capitol
Hill Both
in the recession.
been vocal in
tions that the Fed’s own inter- before a Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission hearing examining the causescompanies
of thehave
collapse
of
calling for greater partnerships.
nal reviews had found insuffi- major financial institutions caused by subprime lending.
People briefed on the matter
cient policing of Citigroup,
said Wednesday that a transaction
involving
US Airways
and ignoring
On Wednesday, she tried in disagree with your point of agement policies
which taxpayers later resand United was not expected
his warnings
the
cued. A regulator whom vain to get Greenspan to view.”
to be about
announced
for comseveral
weeks.
One issue being
crisis.
He said the financial crisis ing financial
Greenspan had silenced also acknowledge that deregulatworked out is the management
Richard structure
Bowenof the
toldcombined
the
ing the markets in 2000 occurred because regulators
grilled him mercilessly.
theseconcerns
people said.
he
raised
“The Fed utterly failed to allowed for an explosion of were unaware at the time that panel thatcompany,
They cautioned that the disrisk still
starting
prevent the financial crisis,” complex insurance-like prod- capital requirements — how about mortgage
cussions could
collapse.
Terms of the deal could not be
said he sent an
Brooksley
Born
told ucts called credit-default much banks have to sock in 2006. He
learned.
Jean
Medina,
a United
it to
then-ChairGreenspan after reeling off a swaps, which helped spark the away to offset potential losses e-mail about
spokeswoman, and Andrew
Rubin
and
litany of what she called fail- collapse and rescue of insurer — were insufficient. Even this man Robert
Christie, a US others
Airways
spokesman,
2007. declined to comInternational begrudging mea culpa from in November
ures by the central bank that American
ment.
CitigroupNonedisputed
his
Greenspan, however, had a
helped bring about what Group.
of the major airlines,
except low-cost carrier
SouthMolly
Greenspan said those prod- caveat. Regulators “were account. Spokeswoman
Greenspan himself now labels
PIONEER PRESS PHOTOS: BEN GARVIN
a statement
undercapitalizing
theplant
banking
uctsthat
weren’t
issue
at the
the
worst
financial
crisis
ever.
AND US AIR, 3C >
Workers
install
roof panels
Tuesday
on a building
will house an
the oat
hull-burning
biomass
burner at the General Mills
in Fridley. Meiners said inUNITED
The
burner
is
the
company’s
first
foray
into
using
a
food
waste
product
as
an
energy
substitute.
Born was chairman of the time of deregulation, but Born system for 40 or 50 years,” he that the issues Bowen raised
Commodity Futures Trading reminded him that they said, suggesting the problem were “promptly and carefully
reviewed when he raised
Commission in the late 1990s, became one of the principal predated his 18-year tenure.
Also during Wednesday’s them and corrective actions
and her unheeded warnings causes of the financial melthearing, a former mortgage were taken.”
to Greenspan and other top down in September 2008.
At the end of a bitter executive from Citigroup Inc.
Clinton administration-era
officials came back to haunt exchange, Greenspan told accused bank executives of Associated Press reports were
General Mills will use oat hulls, left after milling the grain for cereal, to power the plant
Born, “I really fundamentally violating their own risk man- used in this story.
the nation.
TARGET BONUSES, 3C >

It’s a food, it’s a fuel

where the process takes place. The biomass steam boiler cuts carbon output by 21 percent.

Ditch those
bags, show
your sags

DETROIT — General Motors
Co., steadily returning to
health after its near-collapse in
2009, said Wednesday it plans
to pay off its government loans
by June — five years ahead of
schedule — and could report a
profit as early as this year.
GM said it lost $3.4 billion in
the fourth quarter of 2009 on
revenue of $32.3 billion. But
things are on the upswing.
Sales and production have
increased and GM has gained
U.S. market share since the
start of the year.
For the period from July 10,
when GM emerged from bankruptcy protection after shedding billions in debt, through
Dec. 31, GM lost $4.3 billion on
revenue of $57.5 billion. But
much of that loss was for onetime items, including a $2.6 billion payment to the United
Auto Workers union for
retiree health care.
The company also reported
several indicators of improving health: It took in $1 billion
more than it spent in the period and began this year with
$36 billion in cash and $60 billion in debt. At the start of 2009,
it had $14 billion in cash and

EARNINGS

Monsanto scales
back sales goals

Where some see a source
of outrage, others smell a
30 percent, replacing enough natuPR opportunity.
When Monsanto said three
ral gas to heat about 2,600 northA day after Florida-based
lsuzukamo@pioneerpress.com
eastern U.S. homes, said Kraft
Spirit Airlines became the
years ago it would double its
spokesman Richard Buino.
first carrier to announce
General Mills has used oats for
In two European plants, Kraftpredicted a
plans
to charge for work
carryits high-energy cereal Cheerios for
declining
annual profit by 2012, the comburns spent coffee grounds instead
on baggage aimed at the
nearly 70 years, but the food giant
force
and
half
expected
jobs
to
pany was making a bold bet on
of fossil fuels to improve energy
overhead bin, a trade
is now preparing to put the grain to
efficiency. One plant in Banbury,hold steady.group suggested a remedy
work as a source of energy for
its future — selling biotech
England, where an English brand
for baggage fees: a vacaitself.
percent
of 2008
that
more
seeds rather than old-line
For
the first
time
in two 29 percent expect to increase first quarter
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uses cof- Nearly half
tion—
at a47
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way this
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American Associaspring on
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boiler at to be corporate payrolls over the CEOs
said
have
expected
chemicals.
years,
more
CEOs
cent of its total electricity needs,
tion for Nude Recreation,
the Golden Valley-based compathey
will
increase
capital
increase
jobs
rather
than
next
six
months,
while
21
perNow, the company’s past is
adding
jobs
than
cutting
jobs.
Buino said.
which says it represents
ny’s milling plant in Fridley, where
Northfield,
Ill.-based
Kraft,
thespending
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than
250
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flour for
Copyright
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six
shrink
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In
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fourth
predict
their
work
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up with it. And the
A
survey
released
Wednesworld’s second-largest food comparesorts, campgrounds and
Lucky Charms and other cereals.
from
percent
in
future of biotech seed is lookdayTheby
the
Business
Round- will shrink. Half see no quarter ofny,2009,
aims toonly
reduce19
its pernonrenew-months, up RV
parks40
aimed
at nudists,
boiler,
scheduled
to go online
able energy use next year by
calls the option a “nakaearly next year, will burn oat hulls
cent expected
their payrolls the fourth quarter.
ing tougher than imagined.
table,
an association of CEOs change in jobs.
25 percent over 2005 levels, Buino
tion.”
left over from the milling process.
said.while
The company
has achieved a
For
a week at a nudist
replaces
boilers, says
— Associated
Press
31 percent
That’s the first time since the would grow,
On Wednesday, Chief ExecuofIt big
U.S.natural-gas
companies,
ing it. Kraft Foods, for instance, 15 percent reduction so far, he said.
resort, you need just sunmaking the mill partially self-sus- nology of biomass.
tive
Hugh Grant said for the
The Fridley oat hull-burner is
The category encompasses built anaerobic digesters a couple
screen, a cap, sunglasses,
taining, said John Hellwig, the proeverything from pig and poultry of years ago to turn whey at cheese General Mills’ first foray into using
shoes and toiletries, said
ject’s manager.
first time Wednesday that
Carolyn Hawkins, an assoIt will also cut the mill’s carbon manure to waste from grain pro- plants in New York State into bio- a food waste product as an energy
cessing such as oat hulls to good gas to help run the operations that substitute.
ciation spokeswoman. “All
footprint by 21 percent, he added.
“After we get some experience
you have to do with us to
The General Mills project is the old-fashioned wood, a fuel for hun- make its Philadelphia Cream
with this one, we’re looking at any
dreds of years dating from the Cheese line.
avoid baggage fees is pack
latest example of how
food manuCONTINUED
FROM
1C
and
northeast
Minneapolis,
is
cheaper
than
oat
hulls,
but
ment,
among
other
largeThe cheese-based biogas offsets
a few items
into a small
facturers are discovering new dawn of the Industrial Revolution.
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Spirit said Tuesday that
Frid“I think you are seeing a market puts the prices for nat- cent of thatitto
willpower
charge asits
much
as
Fourth Qtr. ended Feb. 27
per carry-on bag going
(in thousands, except per share)
The
hulls,
which
ural gas higher than oat hulls ley plant. $45
new trend here,” he said.
into overhead bins starting
2010
2009
in August.
Mostenergy
airlines,
of the
The decision is not a slam- by the end of 2012 and beyond. have 80 percent
Real world economics
Revenue
$148,599
$201,666
including Spirit, already
could
cover
a
If Congress enacts a tax or value of coal,
dunk, however.
charge passengers a fee to
Net Inc.
$473
$10,972
As it adds
up baggage.
to 200 feet
tall,
Putting a tarp over a waste- cap on carbon from fossil fuels football fieldcheck
Per Share
$0.02
$0.40
the new charge, the airline
12 Months
stories,
the comand all possibilities in the water treatment pond to cap- like natural gas and coal, oat or nearly 20says
it’s reducing
base
Revenue
$696,703
$925,502
fares. For Spirit, the payoff
ture methane is a low-cost hulls look even more attrac- pany estimates.
future,”
Hellwig
Here’s
a quick
rule for said.
evaluating
may not be extra revenue
residential
mortgages
totaled was 20 years ago.
Net Inc.
$31,742
$51,035
The
company
also
sells
its
tive,
he
added.
process
and
very
cost-effecCompanies
can
save
20
peras much as reducing the
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it. for inflation, charged by a bankruptcy judge
company
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“personal debt, mortgage debt and few would find the rates incredible. it is 27 percent higher than a decade
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General
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produces
es
manage
their
energy
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in
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credit card debt are all spiraling For example, at the end of 2009, total ago and 87 percent above where it
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By Leslie Brooks Suzukamo

CEO survey shows tilt toward increasing jobs

St. Paul Pioneer Press 04/08/2010
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> Oat hulls
fuel

Despite clamor, consumer finances are still ailing
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90,000 tons of oat hulls a year Leslie Brooks Suzukamo can be
that helps businesses retrofit tices.
At today’s prices, natural gas from its two mills in Fridley reached at 651-228-5475.
their power-producing equip-
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> United and

nearly two years to complete.
One source said a United-US
Airways deal would be modeled on the Delta-Northwest
combination, which was a

In contrast, one of US Airways’ challenges is that it still
has not integrated pilot seniority since its merger with
America West in 2005 due to

would end up with a large
number of hubs.
US Airways has hubs in
Philadelphia, Phoenix and
Charlotte, N.C., and extensive

$104 billion in debt.
“General Motors
never again be in th
position it found its
year,” GM Chief Fina
cer Chris Liddell sai
conference call with
and media.
Repaying $6.7 billi
ernment loans has b
priority for CEO Ed
The government’s a
force set a repaymen
of 2015 as a condition
GM the loans last y
the end of March, GM
back $2.4 billion an
said GM plans to pa
by June, at the latest
GM owes an
$45.3 billion to the go
That will be repaid
makes a public stoc
which Liddell says w
“when the markets
company are ready.”
Liddell, who came
the beginning of the
Microsoft Corp., wo
whether GM made
the first quarter,
there’s a good ch
company will make
2010 based on enc
first-quarter sales
duction. GM plans
first-quarter resu
month.

Monsanto is unlikely
2012 goal.
The St. Louis-based
said Wednesday it
quarter profit fell 19
$887 million, or $1.60
That’s down from $1
or $1.97 per share, in
period a year ago.
Revenue declined t
lion during the quar
Feb. 28, from $4.04
year ago.
Analysts surveyed
son Reuters expecte
of $1.73 a share on r
$3.9 billion, on avera
— Asso

LAWSON SOFTWARE
Third Qtr. ended Feb. 28

(in thousands, except per share
2010
Revenue
$186,220
Net Inc.
$1,823
Per Share
$0.01
Nine Months
Revenue
$539,634
Net Inc.
$10,554
Per Share
$0.06
LAWSON SOFTWARE (Nasda
St. Paul, is a business software
operations of Healthvision, ac
son Software in January, cont
$4.8 million in revenue but neg
ed GAAP net income by $1.5 m
per duluted share.

tives and some oth
likely are benefiting
what Rosenbaum c
“under-promise a
deliver” principle.
“For 2008, the ye
out with high exp
which were dashed b
year as its share price of the year,” Rosenb
“In 2009, compensa
returned to late-2008 levels.
Around the Twin Cities, mittees were caref
bonuses apparently are mak- realistic goals and
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